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Introduction
Welcome to 2022! Over the last year and a half, we
have seen an acceleration into the digital space and
are rocketing into the metaverse – which just means
that we are soon going to value our digital lives more
than our real lives.
The main outcome that we should lean into from
pandemic behavior shifts is this concept of digital
utility and rethinking how advertising can bring more
value to people. With the pandemic, we realized that
people actually have needs, and brands can
actually help. This is very simple, but powerful.
We are just at the verge of witnessing almost two
dozen disruptive technologies colliding. Audience
centricity and designing media for audiences will be
even more important in the future given the
continued tech disruption we are anticipating.
As we get closer to the metaverse being a reality, we
should lean into helping brands make people’s digital
self more valuable. If brands can help people get
value from being in media, there will be an enduring
cycle of value back to the brand. With the lens of
adding value to the digital life, we now can evaluate
those new technologies that will come at us over the
next few years.
The relentless pursuit of adding value is what will
enable brands to win.
In this report, we will be looking at the things that
didn’t pan out and why, the things to keep in mind
from 2021, and what we are betting on will be key
differentiators for brands in 2022 and beyond.
While there are a lot of moments we’d like to forget
over the past few years, there has also been exciting
progress for humanity, which is translating into
marketing and media. My wish is for continued
progress and more humanity in advertising in 2022.
- Haley Paas, Chief Strategy Officer, Carat US
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2022 is 2021+
6 trends from 2021 that we anticipate remaining relevant
Sustainability matters. The pandemic
sparked greater global awareness of
environmental issues and a renewed
commitment to finding solutions. Climate
change ranked as the top personal
concern of Gen Z adults worldwide, ahead
of both unemployment and disease
prevention (amid a global pandemic)1.
This generation promises to advance the
climate agenda by holding corporations,
their employers, and governments
accountable. In addition, “almost half of
consumers are prepared to switch brands
and services for greener alternatives”2.
Doubling down on first-party data. Google
and Apple already changed advertising
by deciding to eliminate cookies (soon)
and creating tougher opt-in policies for
mobile data collection and sharing, but
government mandates will go even further.
With data sharing now more difficult, firstparty data will be even more important.
This will give the triopoly (Google, Amazon,
Facebook) a further edge – but the rest of
the industry won’t stand still. Next year
should bring more innovation in
probabilistic and contextual ad targeting,
along with more efforts by publishers to
collect first-party data. To do so, they will
need to give consumers an incentive to
allow sharing, and they will also need to
improve cybersecurity.
Gaming dominates. Over half of the US
population are digital gamers. Netflix just
made their first gaming acquisition this year
with the purchase of indie video game
developer Night School Studio. They also
hired an EA exec to head up their gaming
division. Facebook is trying to become a
premier destination for virtual reality
gaming. Twitch’s viewing went up 20%
annually. And Faze Clan went public via
SPAC at a $1 billion valuation.

Investment in diverse media. Many brands,
agencies, and holding groups are drawing
a line in the sand regarding upping their
diverse media investments. Some publicly,
some privately. There is still more to be
done – including upping the number of
players in this space, developing smaller
platforms, and investing in longer term
partnerships.
Omni-channel everything. There will
continue to be hybrid options for not only
shopping, but for entertainment, work,
events, and health. People now enjoy this
newfound flexibility and will be able to
choose if a IRL or Virtual option is best for
them.
Rise in buy now, pay later. The BNPL wave
will only keep growing through 2022. Nearly
3 in 10 digital buyers will use BNPL as a
payment option in 2022. Gen Zers are
leading the charge, with 44.1% expected
to use the technology next year. However,
more than a third of millennials and nearly
a quarter of Gen Xers will also use BNPL.
While BNPL makes up around 1% of US retail
ecommerce dollars, fast growth means
merchants are noticing an opportunity to
grab sales. We suspect the concern of
personal finances continuing to slowly
uptick is also fueling the option to spread
payments out overtime. Rising inflation is
causing Americans to rein in their
household spending. Over half of
Americans report becoming more cost
sensitive to items in general over the past
year, while one-third say rising inflation has
already caused them to tighten their
budgets, and another third say they will do
so over the next six months. While younger
generations are most concerned about
finances, Boomers appear most sensitive to
rising costs3.

Closing out 2021

While most of our predictions from 2021
panned out, a few didn’t…
• We anticipated a sharp and continued rise in Social Audio, with platforms like
Clubhouse being the media darling of 2021, but instead we saw those platforms and
products lost their cool factor and the experience left you feeling like you were at a
party, trapped talking to someone you don’t really like much.
• With exciting vaccine announcements permeating the news in early 2021, our
overarching theme for 2021 was “Revenge Living”, and while we saw pockets of this in
early Summer, Delta ending up snuffing out our return to normalcy earlier than
anticipated. We’ve also seen that while some people were now out and about living
life per usual, some people have realized they enjoy a slower pace of life. FOMO and
JOMO, pick which one’s for you now.

Closing out 2021

A call to action to break through the
funk in 2022
As we enter 2022, we are finding ourselves in a state of Chronic Uncertainty.
During continued periods of ambiguity and hardship, it’s incredible to see
people striving for gratitude, joy, and growth throughout it.
Brands can help pave a path to gratitude for people through their advertising
and media experiences. People will be yearning for community, connection,
realism, laughter, and fun to get through another tough year.
Here are our six predictions for the year ahead and how brands can lean in.
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Desynchronized white collar lifestyles
Commuting, going to the post office,
working out, grocery shopping – white collar
America is experiencing the disappearance
of these reliable, scheduled events. With
forty-five percent of full-time U.S. employees
working from home either all the time (25%)
or part of the time (20%)4 and these figures
remaining unchanged from remote working
rates in July and August, this is a signal that
U.S. white collar workers will continue to live
life to their own drumbeat. Given the high
proportion of white-collar jobs traditionally
done in an office, the remote rate among
these workers is particularly noteworthy.
Two-thirds of employees in white-collar jobs
(67%) reported working from home either
exclusively (41%) or some of the time (26%)
in September 2021.
This is causing white collar America to
continue being a distinct desynchronized
society. As our lives grow busier and people
work more hours, our daily routine has
evolved outside the standard nine-tofive. Someone may now grocery shop
during the day when they have a spare
hour or decide that they need to buy their
produce online, where in the past they may
have swung by the supermarket on the way
home from work. Instead of hitting up the
gym before work, they may take a ride on

their peloton in the mid afternoon. And
instead of having time to decompress
listening to a podcast after a tough day in
the office, parents are moving from one
room to the next, firing up dinner for their
family. A pandemic effect for these stay-athome workers is a heightened productivity
and flexi-time lifestyle that is enabled by
speedy services such as same-day shipping
or two-hour.
What was once reliable, scheduled
community moments are disappearing at
accelerated rates for these WFHers. This
desynchronization plays a role in the
breakdown of communities due to the lack
of consistent & predictable human
interaction. Consumers are reacting by
igniting a new era of community, one that is
digital and always on, there for when they
need it.
How brands can participate in this trend
Helping enable “Digital Campfires”, or
places that people go to connect with
each other online. We continue to see
places like Reddit and Discord see
growth, which are places where people
can connect on topics that are
meaningful to them.
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Coping with high stress content
Squid Games, Sex Education, Ted Lasso, The
Handmaids Tale, Search Party, Euphoria –
these are some of the most popular shows
of the year and they also represent the
shows with the highest volume of stressedout tweets. As a culture, we’ve been
soaking in quite a lot of stressful content.
Many of them showcase a common theme:
they’re set in the real day and showcase
real world issues (Squid Game – economic
inequality; Sex Education – inadequate sex
education/the awkwardness of being a
teen; Ted Lasso – mental health battles).
Additionally, the New York Times released a
study showing that the most clicked on
content was content that induced a feeling
of stress.
After last year, Americans have their blinders
off and are seeking a more realistic
depiction of social issues. The ‘realistic’
content we tend to gravitate towards shows

the extremes of wealth and poverty – a gap
that’s become more exacerbated due to
COVID over the last 2 years, and is, at times,
quite stressful and distressing to watch, but
we want to remain informed. It’s almost infotainment, allowing us to fully see the
injustices of the world – but still at an arm’s
length through the lens of entertainment.
How brands can participate in this trend
While people don’t want to be told to
be happy, they want to see the realistic
picture. However, many feel alone in
their individual responsibility of seeking
truth in the midst of these enormous
issues. Brands can create spaces for
people to get informed, reflect, and
share their experiences and the
emotional burden. This helps to create
a greater overall sense of control
throughout this chaotic period, meeting
them in areas where they may be
looking for advice or information.
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Rebellious optimism
After the last two years, the idea of
expressing gratitude or counting your
blessings feels like cold comfort for many,
especially when those blessings have been
few and far between. And yet, we still see
people with an obnoxiously optimistic view
of the world – what many of you know as
“toxic positivity”; ultimately unhelpful
because it’s such a denial of reality.
The antidote to toxic positivity is “tragic
optimism,” a phrase coined by the
existential-humanistic psychologist and
Holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl. Tragic
optimism involves the search for meaning
amid the inevitable tragedies of human
existence, something far more practical
and realistic during these trying times. In
other words - the path to gratitude is
through difficult circumstances.
In parallel to the High Stress trend we just
discussed, there has a been a hunger for
content and advertising that showcases joy,
as long as it is through that realistic lens.
Take for instance the social phenomenon
that is Bones or No Bones Day on TikTok, And
for those who don’t know, if 13-year-old
geriatric pug Noodles is able to sit up in his
bed, it’s a Bones day/a good day, a day to
take chances. If he falls over, it’s a No Bones
day; a day to lay low. Millions of people
watch each morning to for a bit of a lift and

a laugh during these tough times. Or, as we
touched on before with Ted Lasso – who’s
brazen, almost toxic optimism is offset in
Season 2 by a very relatable mental health
battle.
How brands can participate in this trend
Help people blow off steam and create
moments of levity, while still
acknowledging the tough times we’re in.
This, in a lot of ways, is a part of TikTok’s
appeal over the course of the pandemictheir mission is to inspire moments of
creativity and joy, but given most of their
creators are everyday people, it’s
grounded in reality. Even when celebrities
are featured, like in the Goldfish TikTok ad
featuring Mavericks basketballer Boban
Marjanović showing how many Goldfish
he could fit in his giant hands, there is that
element of dry humor, fun, and an almost
UGC feel to the content. Equally, on a
more mass scale, Dos Equis’ Get a Dos
campaign showcased the realities of
returning to socializing as vaccines rolled
out and bars reopened – jeans that didn’t
fit, make up mistakes, leaving the house
with slippers on because we’re not used
to wearing proper footwear. It’s joyful
content, and really captures a moment in
time – both the tougher elements and the
fun of it.
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Permission to explore
There is a growing lack of loyalty in general,
as seen recently with the great resignation,
but brands are seeing a more extreme
version of this. This lack of brand loyalty has
grown due to availability - either too much
or not enough, convenience, and discovery
platform growth, like we've seen with TikTok
and Pinterest. The number of US social
buyers on Pinterest will grow to 16.4% to
reach 13.9 million by the end of 2021. By
2023, the number of Pinterest buyers will
hit 16.0 million and represent 15.7% of US
social buyers.5 This has all led to the
disruption of the traditional marketing
approach of creating mental and physical
availability. People now want to find safe
ways to explore and buying the latest
#TikTokMadeMeBuyIt trend is a way to do
that. This has created a new type of
discoverability, a blend of infotainment and
FOMO. This new type of reviews are holding
more influence than traditional brand
messaging.

We know through behavioral science that
our values change, given context, given
how we're feeling in that moment, or during
that day. Simply put: As our context and
feelings change, so too does our loyalty.

How brands can participate in this trend
Instead of trying to build brand loyalty,
businesses can achieve more success by
trying to build interest through daily
discovery. In other words, you don’t just
connect to your customers because you
put an ad in front of them. You connect
with them because you understand
them. You know how they feel, what
their goals are in life, and what deeper
motivations lie underneath those goals.
New loyalty is all about treating people
as people, not as customers, meeting
them where they are and helping them
discover why they should buy you, every
day.

This creates a problem with how we think
about loyalty, we now need to win an
audience over EVERY time. The closest we
can get to brand loyalty now is being a
welcomed presence into people’s daily life.
To not be skipped, to not be rejected, to not
be blocked. That is the new goal for
advertising.
Over recent years, brand loyalty has been
diminishing. New research has revealed that
since COVID-196:
• 75% of American shoppers have altered
their brand preference
• 62% of people who have changed their
brand preference will make that a
permanent change
• 73% of customers have tried new buying
strategies
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Equitable resilience
A recent report concluded that Black
consumers are willing to shift approximately
$260 billion—about 30 percent of their
current aggregate spending—to companies
that can better deliver what they need. And
yet in In 2020, Black-owned media
companies saw less than 2% of total ad
spend, “despite Black consumers
representing 13% of the population.
Fact is, America’s racial representation is
more diverse than ever, yet Black and Latinx
people continue to be drastically
underrepresented in both the workforce and
the media.
The arrival of COVID-19 and the resurgence
of the ongoing Black Lives Matter movement
in recent months have brought these
disparities into clear focus.
2021 saw corporations from Silicon valley to
Wall Street coming together and taking a
stance on economic inequality driven by
systemic racism.
Brands like P&G and GM publicly committed
tangible increments in media. This push was

mirrored by many media holding
companies, including dentsu’s Economic
Empowerment unit, which helps drive
systemic change in how brands make
media-buying decisions.
How brands can participate in this trend
1. Taking matters your own hands,
supporting and creating properties
to fill the void like P& G's "Widen the
Screen" initiative or Dentu's More
than that with Gia Peppers podcast
that focuses on Black lives and
experiences.
2. Bringing equity to the creator space
given the existing influencer pay
gap. The dentsu Global Partnerships
Team has initiatives in place with
Twitch, TikTok, Meta, and Twitter in
the creator equity space
3. Looking beyond a media mix, to a
culture mix. For example, Black and
Latinx audiences are core to music
platforms, therefore, creating
journeys that are authentic and
engaging.
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VL > IRL
In an annual blog post published on
December 7, Gates said that he predicts
most virtual meetings could move from "2D
camera image grids" to the metaverse
within two to three years. He said it would be
a 3D space with digital avatars. "The idea is
that you will eventually use your avatar to
meet with people in a virtual space that
replicates the feeling of being in an actual
room with them," Gates wrote. 5G, gaming
and seamless online transactions coupled
with rapid adoption of the Blockchain has
made the idea of the metaverse
commercially viable.
We’ve heard about NFT art and characters
in the metaverse. We’ve been watching AR
growing from strength to strength. Now with
platforms like JADU, you can buy jet-packs
for your NFTs and Jadu will enable you to
interact with them in AR. This shows the pace
at which the technology is progressing and
how quickly tech-forward consumers are
embracing it.
Fashion brands are already starting to
release direct-to-avatar (D2A) digital
collections. Ralph Lauren released a 50piece digital clothing collection in August
2021, available for purchase in social
networking app Zepeto. And digital fashion
house The Fabricant has partnered with
brands like Adidas, Puma and Tommy Hilfiger
to virtualize their garments.

It's not just fashion, Career Wales is changing
high school career counselling with
CareersCraft — a virtual world, hosted on
Minecraft, designed to help students identify
their strengths. Users roam around various
landmarks in Wales, completing challenges
and activities along the way. At the end,
they’re presented with career paths that
best match their soft skills. The metaverse is
teeming with opportunities – yes, for play,
but also for personal development.
How brands can participate in this trend –
1. Be where the community is - The
Metaverse and NFTs are fiercely
community-driven. They pride in being
early adopters and thrive in closely-knit
spaces. Discord servers played a huge
role in the rise of Cryptopunk and
Twitter groups are known to get the
most traction for breaking news,
celebrity engagement, etc.
2. Bridge the knowledge gap - Most
Americans don’t know what
metaverse is but, many younger
consumers are interested in
participating in it. Brands can educate
and help the next generation of their
audience embrace this world
3. Making Web 3.0 accessible - NFTs still
seems like a passion for Wealthy
investors. But average Americans?
Most say they wouldn’t spend more
than $100. Making this tech accessible
will open a whole new segment for
brands.
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